Southern Zonal Forum Minutes
January 2019

Friday
Public Relations Presentation for the Local Professional Community
Saturday
Opened at 9:15 with moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer
12 traditions read by Henry, 12 concepts read by Kristin
Introductions

Fellowship Concerns/Regional reports:
Dyanne, AR RD: I haven’t been to RSC in 6 months. Region is struggling with trying to find a process
that works with keeping meetings up to date – phone, web. Interested in BMLT. Hopeful that will
solve problems
Jim, Volunteer Region RDA
Hi everyone,
We have had some developments since our meeting at MZSS in Omaha. Our RD Tim C., is relocating
to Birmingham, AL to be able to care for his parents as their health is failing, at his parents request. We
will not be vacating the position given the term ends in just a few months. As you know, in Volunteer
we have a strong practice of using our resources and have access to several of our Past Delegates who
are happy to step up if anything arises that I need help with to carry the load these next few months.
We have started another expanse of our PR Billboard campaign, this one with R&R Outdoor
Advertising in Chattanooga. We have had great returns on these campaigns and have gotten the
message out to many people as a result.
Our Public Relations sub-committee has elected a new Chair, Craig G. from the HOT Area. Craig has
been the Vice Chair for the last year and the transition will be seamless as Charmaine is staying
involved in the Committee.
After several years of work our H&I Sub-Committee is bringing forward a NON-Delagate Chairperson
to take the helm with H&I. The Area H&I Chair from Knoxville, Eric P. will be participating at our
RSC meeting starting next Sunday.

We have a nominee for Outreach from the East TN Ridges of Recovery Area. If elected we would then
have ALL our sub-committees in a functioning mode.
We presented the IDT on DRT/MAT (OMG) at VRC in Nashville. Tim and I had some significant
input from the participants that Rob T. and I are going to implement today with you.
Many of you may remember the Fender Strat guitar I brought to the conference for participants to sign.
This was donated to the convention for fundraising at the auction. It brought in excess of $700! We
were very pleased and happy it will live with a member who proudly displays it in their home.
We are moving forward with the BMLT in Volunteer and have members with experience in that
process to now help areas utilize this valuable tool…thank you Lucy.
I have submitted the information about the MZSS to our Regional Chair and the current chair of our
Convention Guidelines Ad-Hoc Committee to prepare a bid.
ILS, Jim B, RD-a
Dennis, Tejas Bluebonnet RD: 11 areas. Our next RSC is Feb. 9. We have a few positions open.
Facilitator stepped down. Regional Convention coming up Feb. 22-24. If you’ll be in Corpus Christi,
Dennis will give you the info. The Regional Assembly is Dennis’s last SZF. .March 9 is Regional
Assembly. New RD team will be elected. Keith is filling in for Brandon who moved away. Both
positions will be open on the 9th. We’ve had a few workshops. Rio Grande Valley area has 3-4 people
are keeping the area alive. There are 2 meetings. After Brandon and his wife left, the most clean time is
3 years. Dennis had the opportunity and privilege to go there. NA is not real prevalent in that area.
This area really, really needs some help. There was about 20 in attendance at the workshop; real good
feedback. Issues came out. Grateful we have these IDTs that we’re workshopping right now. Their
structure is not really a structure which was an issue that came out from workshop. There’s a member
wants to be of service but doesn’t’ have a lot of clean time but ready to get involved and only has 90
days. Asking for suggestions. Dennis volunteered to help. Another area, Brazos Valley, is struggling
to be of service. Regional assembly is there and RSC is there. Plan was to ask for Rio Grande Valley to
ask region if they can join us to keep them connected via zoom. They need to work on how this will
work. Concern: worked out as area. Being RD he still has a homegroup in his area. Brought to body in
the past the issue about an outside vendor who has permission to use our logo. They were selling tshirts
at events. Dennis went to the area – is this a violation of our 501c3? If money is supposed to stay in
NA, how can this outside person take the money and it goes some place else. Area made a guideline for
different vendors that they can just sell on Sundays. Just had an area convention and since they had a
contract with this outside person he was able to sell there. Probably won’t happen at the next one. Had
some H&I book drives. Message is being carried.
Bluegrass Joanie RD: We serve 6 areas. Issues we have are hoped to be resolved next RSC. Working
on tshirt design for next SZF. Growing in leaps and bounds. Doing a lot of PI and H&I through zoom
and through the web. We’re able to be in contact with more areas that they haven’t been before. .
Lawrenceburg, Indiana, is looking to join our region. It’s a border area. Comment by Scott: Next
meeting at in Lexington at the Clarion. Locals wanted it to be in town, but room rate was $168 a night.

Lee LA RD: Region doing well. 9 active areas supporting the region. Lot of efforts in PR happening.
We’ve been able to identify the demographic where area was showing up on website that no one knew
what was going on. One of our guys went to Morgan City to confirm that the meetings were going on
and were in fact NA. I turned in receipt to Scott for room for $228.36 for 2 days. Tshirts doing well.
10 tshirts left. Donations from LA Region – $290.21 and North Shore Area – $429.52 (they’re also
hosting Regional Convention May 17-19). See Wanda if you want to support regional convention.
Surprise lunch today – don’t leave. Passing around list eateries in the area. Regarding PR presentation
– thanks to Charmaine, Jim, and Rob – 17 professionals in attendance. Plan on keeping in touch with
the agencies represented. The student nurses asked NA to come out every semester. Comment: if you
send out invitations don’t worry about who you’re sending them to… coroner’s office showed up!
Chris, MS RD: no significant issues. Mississippi is pretty rural and somewhat apathetic. He’s seen a
lot of growth and interest in service. Only 5 areas in the region. Lot of interest in workshops. Not a lot
of money in region so he couldn’t make last 2 SZFs. Everyone loves the workshops, to be able to take
something away. Our March Assembly is when elections are. Regional Convention in October.
Overall we’re slow to change. Communication and technology are slow. All is moving in the right
direction even though behind other regions. Best resource and motivator are the workshops. SZF
helped with training. For the first time – more people getting involved than before. Making RSC a
little bigger – doing H&I and PR workshop at the meeting.
BJ, Red River RD: Donations of $200 from an area in region, $900 from region. Nothing much has
changed. Groups in the one area, very rural. To support other meetings, it’s at least an hour distance to
travel. Interested in FD at SZF. My last report as RD. I’ve learned a lot and taking it back. A lot of
things here have helped – starts at homegroup. He needs to be there more. He plans to keep coming to
forums and brining people with him from his home group. Once you get people there, they have the
experience themselves and want to come back. One area doing great… Hosting Texas State Convention
in 2020. Elections last week. 8 groups applying to be in that area. It’s growing. Exciting to see
growth. We have an Area PR chair now. H&I going on too. They’ve been slow to move into doing
more because they want to do things in a good way. Steve is coming behind him.
Show Me, Troy RD: We’re doing Spiritual Principle a Day workshop and Regional Inventory. We want
to see what we can do as a region to better ourselves. There’s been a break down in communications
between region and RCMs and areas. Info getting out isn’t really getting out as well as it should be. As
a region they could be doing things they aren’t doing. We want to improve and see what we can do
better as a region. We chose to get someone outside region to put on the workshop. Cindi B from OK.
Has anyone got a format for an inventory for a region? Or areas? I’d love to look at it.
Sharon, Lone Star RD: We’re donating $3500 to zone. Normally $500 per trimester, but we had extra
funds and went back to areas and agreed on $2500 extra and sent some to world. Before Rob gives the
report, he knows we are responsible to CAR/CAT zonal meeting. We’ve working on hotels. At a
stopping point because they don’t know if the other 2 zones are participating. Westin is best deal
probably. Need one large room and break out rooms on Sunday for the zonal meetings. Checked on
Hilton and they’re way to pricey. SE zone said they’d let us know by March. So, we’ll probably know
in April, definitely in July.

Rob T, Lone Star RDA: Hello Family, the Lone Star Region has 8 areas, with 76 groups holding 618
meetings. This does not include info from the Spanish speaking area which covers the state of Texas.
This area reaches out to the RSC when they have needs or concerns. I look forward to being able to
provide more info in the future.
We have 3 areas with PR chairs, 3 areas with H&I chair, and 2 areas with outreach chairs. We are
experiencing growing needs and interest in our PR efforts as well as outreach. We have had several
workshops and learning days in the region. We are doing a lot of H&I meetings therefore the need for
volunteers is an ongoing need.
We are continuing to review the guidelines and are looking at how to make the information we share on
google group available to all members of the region.
We are bringing a one time contribution in the amount of $2500.We are also sending $2500 down to
World.
We are looking forward to everyone attending LSRCNAXXXIV on april18-april 21 in grapevine
Texas. There are flyers on the table. There are 3 upcoming events to support the TSC. TACNAXXXIV
will be held March 1st-3rd in Texarkana. We have several upcoming anniversary celebrations
throughout the region and the Dallas/FW outreach metro madness will be held in Fort Worth on
March23rd. If anyone would like more details on any of our events just let us know.
In love and service
Rob T LSR RDA
Question: you have one area that is Spanish speaking that covers whole state? A: yes, that is how they
describe it - as an area.
Question: is there an option on helpline for Spanish speaking? Is there a Spanish speaking phone
meeting? A: good idea. I will take this back.
Keith: In Tejas Bluebonnet, we had a serious breach of trust with former treasurer. Region seems to be
adapting pretty well. We’re discussing accountability more. Heard clearly about H&I coordinators
who were asked not to come back. We suffer from the warm body syndrome. Situation has turned into
a legal quagmire. This is partly why the facilitator decided to step down – all of the things he had to
deal with – talking to detectives etc, was difficult. I continue to pray for the person who took the
money, cause that’s what we do. We need to be real careful when dealing with money. Spent the
majority of our time since august talking about this issue. Don’t just fill a seat because the seat is open.
Rubin: One of the things Dennis talked about is motivating people near the border which is one of the
things we’ve always struggled with. The culture is so different. Unless someone moves there with
experience, they just kind of all fall to the wayside.
Jeremy, Fort Worth: There are 2 individuals in my area that have a problem with the zonal forum. An
email was sent out and it used info from 2014-2016. Is there any info about zones being an official part
of the service structure?
Comment: one of the things we decided to do a couple meetings back is talk about solutions. Once we
get finished going around the room, we’ll talk more about this.
Dickie: I was elected recorder for this meeting a while back. A while back the decision was made that
Dickie should only be here for CAR/CAT weekend. Still what we want?
Loretta: Wants the same info Jeremy wants.

Mike: Nashville has existed with a dual service structure for a number of years - 10 or so. At times it
has worked well, at times not so well. Last year and a half, we’ve been trying to establish a metro
shared service structure. It’s more form than function… PR, H&I, Activities are shared. We’ve reached
out to Show Me. Any that has any metro info, Mike would love to gather that info.
Scott, Treasurer: I was listening to shares on trust. I appreciate the trust to serve the zone. It’s kind of
overwhelming to be a part of and to be trusted. I’m grateful for the hospitality of this region/area.
Pat: Recent Arkansas River Valley Area Vice Chair. OK Region PR/H&I has reached out to me to
coordinate with AR to do a PR presentation in a rural prison close to my home town. I will pass the
word to both regions and pass info to Red River also. If it succeeds, it will open the door for more
opportunities.
Marvin: H&I chair for metro shared service committee in Nashville.
Regina, RCM for Okla/Tex Area: Excited to be here. Learning. Would like to step up to RDA
eventually. I’m part of the H&I team that takes meetings in to county jail.
Steve, RDA Red River Region: Tough discussions that need to happen at his region. Not sure how to
get to that point. Exciting thing is home group has stepped up to do more H&I and got the county jail
meeting going. We’ve been working for 20 years for this. The municipal courts are starting to send
people to us. Meetings rapidly growing.
Carl, Show Me Lit Chair: Looking forward to Spiritual Principle workshop
Ron: Registration Chair for LRCNA37 Regional Convention May 17-19.
Kelly: I’m new, 10 months clean. I grew up 5 blocks away. Trying to learn something. Doesn’t know
what’s going on here. Struggling with health issues. Coming off methadone. Trying to get better and
staying clean.
Scott, AD for Show Me: Experiencing New Orleans and hospitality. Finally getting regional website
online by end of February. We’ll finally be on BMLT.

SOLUTIONS
1)
Question from Tejas Bluebonnet: They have an area convention every year and event support
functions, inviting everyone to come: speakers, folks selling H&I tshirts, groups bring tshirts to sell, etc.
Issue: There is an outside vendor who is authorized to use the NA logo and has been allowed to come in
to this event and make money from selling tshirts. They give some money to the event. He’s personally
making money. Is him making money against our 501c3? We dealt with it in this area. But there are
other areas that might be dealing with this same thing.
Answer: The Volunteer region rotates between 4 cities. We have an adhoc chair now and we’re
working on rewriting guidelines. Jim says: speak to a professional in terms of what they can/ can’t
do in regards to the 501 c3 and follow the rules. Some cities have tremendous support. Some not so
much. It gets confusing.

Answer: Staci served on Lone Star BOD for 8 years. One thing they did was they sought out a
professional who helped update their bylaws that were done 20 years before. One of the things they
found – since it’s about federal and state law, especially in fellowship – it’s very challenging for
members to understand between a bylaw and guidelines. They aren’t the same. Guideline – something
fellowship writes to steer the ship. Bylaw – something we are required to follow or pay stiff penalties
and fines. Challenging for members to understand the difference. Recommendation: If anyone asks for
opinion – we recommend seeing a professional – according to what the bylaws says. If you don’t
have bylaws, you’re maybe not legal in all kinds of ways.
2)
Question: Is zonal in the service structure or not?
Answer: Zones have always played a part in our structure. Last conference it was voted in that we are a
part of. Now they have voting rights. Each zone is different throughout the 15 that exist. All do things
a little different. What’s being looked at now is how can zones evolve into achieving our primary
purpose and our vision of NA as a whole. Reality is there is a real need. One important aspect of this
zone is the development of delegates. Yes, the zone is a part of
the service structure. We’ve still got a lot to do.
Comment: That doesn’t him the info needed to disseminate within his area and to this guy spreading old
info.
Answer: The minutes from the conference are official. If they can’t accept that, not sure what will
convince them.
Answer: Been coming around a while and to a couple WSC. My experience is: This is worldwide
fellowship. The zones act as if they are the WSO in other countries. It’s unbelievable what they are
doing in other zones.
Answer: I will bring back diagram from NAWS with the service structure.
Answer: Some people are just not going to accept the reality of the zones. How it was taught to me
was: We are all members of NA, home group is a member of service structure, homegroup sends GSR
to area. Area supports SZF. SZF is tied to home group which is registered to WSO connecting it to the
service structure. Regions in the room are tied to the area – we’re sending RDs to the SZF – another tie
to the structure.
Answer: There is an updated GTWS with answer/ There as a workgroup formed to flesh out the role of
zones. Communicate info and then just let it be.
Answer: This was the first body I was exposed to CBDM. It’s important to allow all to have a part in
the decision making process.
Answer: If you want to see how a well-organized zone work, visit the EDM or Asia Pacific. Check out
their websites. You won’t change your fellow members mind, but it will help educate.
3)
Question: Does anyone have feedback for warm body syndrome?
Two different members talked about warm bodies with substantial clean time.
Jim – as regional H&I reassembled in the Volunteer Region (it’s been done virtually with ideas
exchanged, people asking for experience). The issue brought up and it was common in each area that
has participated. One situation is: one lady has been asked to leave 4 facilities. There’s no oversight.
These are the hard conversations.
Answer: We’re just going to back out of this facility because we don’t want to damage our name. One
person does it for years and it becomes “johns meeting.”
Answer: We had a facility in our area we’d been going into for a while. There was an incident where
one guy turned down his radio. You get a radio when you go in. There was an incident and he was
called on the radio and it was turned down so he didn’t respond so he was banned from coming back.

We couldn’t get anyone willing and able to go back in because it takes 6 months to get someone
certified. The other person couldn’t go in by himself. So, the facility got upset. We’re willing, but we
have to get someone willing to go in. We had to just pull out. They went with AA instead. That
individual I snot wanting to hear anything. She’s upset that they wouldn’t send one person in. She felt
it was ok. But “we” don’t do that.
Question: What kind of helpful questions might be asked to get to know the person better for when
funds are involved? Just asking if they have ever misappropriated NA funds is not enough to ask.
Answer: Ask do you have a checking account and do you balance your checking account. If not, there
is a concern.
Comment: There’s a difference qualified vs suitable.
Comment: Try to ask hard questions in a hard way. We all know horror stories of what can happen in
regards to check book.
Comment: Have you read the guidelines/handbook for position you’re expressing interest in?
Comment: We used to bring TSs before the body before elected so we know who we are electing.
Comment: Tejas Bluebonnet doesn’t have a guideline for questions to ask as far as being elected to a
position, but we ask people to submit a service resume. It’s submitted so that everyone can see
qualifications. We have a proposal to create service pool to submit resumes. We can generate
questions before people are nominated/elected.
Comment: If it is a regional position, we want area’s support of that person coming to region. If the
individual’s own area/homegroup doesn’t support the person, why would the service body they are
trying to get elected to support the person.
4)

Metro: does anyone have feedback? Scott has already talked with Mike.

IDT: Making NA Attractive, 11:15am – 12:45pm
Kristin and Jared
See attachment “Making NA Attractive”

IDT: DRT/MAT, 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Jim and Rob
See attachment “DRT MAT and NA”

Spiritual Principle A day – Input Project, 3:45pm – 5:15pm
Staci and Sharon
This was a writing workshop and the submissions were sent in to world. The powerpoint and handouts
are available online at www.na.org/spad.

Sunday
Southern Zonal Business
Meeting opened at 9:15 with the Serenity Prayer and reading of the 12
traditions and 12 concepts.
Minutes: Everyone was ok with minutes as published
Reports
Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer’s report attached
Question/concern about address/tax liability/ssn’s on checking account.
Answer: We have a personal account, not business. We don’t have a 501c3. Individual signers SSNs
are used for the accounts.
SZF rep: Henry went to the Future of the WSC workgroup for the 1st face to face in March. The group
is so large it was split into 3 subgroups to work on parts of the project. They were instructed not to talk
about the project til it comes back to the fellowship as a whole. He was asked to have delegates start to
think about and submit what they liked about 2018 conference and what could be improved. They want
additional information. Couple zoom calls and face to face meetings coming up. Delegates have a web
call coming up on the 9th.
Question: You were instructed to not disclose???
Answer: The info needs to come from the board back to the fellowship. If they wanted it to be a
fellowship project they would have included the whole fellowship.
Comment: Updates from workgroups come out through NAWS updates/NAWS News.
PR/Fellowship Development Workgroup (Adhoc):
Goals we have discussed
1) Assisting Local Fellowships within Hosting Regions with a PR Presentation to Professionals.
(TP-PR)
 Follow-ups will be necessary
2) HRP-like something similar, setup ( help from Michael B.)
3) Providing Mentorship/ Assistance to Delegate Teams, their Regions and Areas (if needed).
4) Creating a document to go with our Hosting Organizer with some helpful hints from previous
Regions. Possibly from all 10….
 Currently there are binders for Facilitator, Secretary, etc.
 We could create a hand down binder with tips from Region to Region to pass along (and/or post
on Website?)
5) Local Resources / Examples/ how to’s .
 May need to assist Local Area with how to information on PR to Professional presentations, set
up, etc.

 Create templates for reports be included on website.
 Good examples of reports might be helpful as well.
 Volunteer Regions AD is in the process of creating a “How to” do a NA Service PowerPoint
Presentation.
 All of this could be potentially added to the SZF website.
6) Mapping/ BMLT: Show-Me, Arkansas and Mississippi. Show-Me and Arkansas Regions are in
the process of uploading their meetings to the BMLT. Steve will be assisting Mississippi Region and
has been connected with their Delegate. The goal is to have all of our Regions using the BMLT. Once
complete our FD goal is to then have a map of our Zone. Environmental Scan
Continue Workgroup until July 2019, Present SZF with Formal 2 year plan.
This will include:
1) PR to Professionals or Membership Training ( PR Coordinator “ Task Team“ Thurs/Friday)
2) Outreach to Areas within Hosting Regions (FD “Task Team” Thurs/Friday)
Begin Planning for PR Presentation to be placed on hosting timeline… 9 months prior will be the
ideal as we continue.
Possibly 3-6 for Outreach/Fellowship Dev. Will be discussing this over the next few months.
Projected Budget Breakdown (per quarterly meeting)
Travel ( Both FD Facilitator and PR Task Coordinator)
$600.00
Room ( Both FD Facilitator and PR Task Coordinator)
1 ½ Room Nights total
$300.00
PR Meeting Space ( Friday , only if needed)
$150.00
PR/Fellowship Dev. ( copies & PR Lit. )
$150.00
( We will ask to use what Regions have for PR Displays/Table/Racks)
Projected Budget - Per SZF Meeting
Total Projected Budget

$1200.00
$3600.00

The following are just some ideas concerning possible guidelines. Our FD Adhoc Workgroup will be
discussing this further in our future meetings. Most of what follows has come from a few guidelines
from current Forums who provide Fellowship Development.
The purpose of the SZF Fellowship Development Workgroup is to help support the growth and Unity
of the Southern Zonal Forum. It should also help mentor and provide additional support to members
providing services on behalf of NA as a whole within their communities. (Urban, Rural and Isolated)
The SZF Fellowship Development Workgroup works in collaboration with Regional Delegate Teams
and their local NA communities to support, provide, or facilitate presentations on their Regions behalf
.

Members will consist of a Fellowship Development Facilitator, Public Relations Coordinator,
Regional Delegate Teams ( ie, hosting Regions) and any member of the Fellowship within the
Southern Zone.
Fellowship Development Facilitator- must have served as Delegate, Southern Zonal Admin., or
Regional Public Relations Chairperson. Works closely with the PR Coordinator and assists when
needed for PR Presentations. Also works closely with Delegate Teams who have asked for support to
their local Fellowship. Responsible for coordinating monthly web meetings with the Workgroup.
Public Relations Coordinator- Works closely with Delegate Teams who have asked for a PR
presentation. Must have served as a Regional and Area PR Chair.
DO not hesitate to call with any questions.
Kristin D.
314-503-8743
kdpooker@sbcglobal.net
NAWS FD/PR Webinar files attached
Charmaine: The 1st week in June is Public Relations Week around the world. We’d like all the groups
and areas to focus on Public Relations. The next NAWS Phoneline focus webinar is April 16, 6
eastern. The PR web meeting is May 9, 6 eastern. Anyone can join these webinars. Contact
Bob@na.org and he will sign you up for reminders. Below is the Office Depot discount card which is
to ONLY be used for NA copies.

Questions/Comments: Request to send the Adhoc report with budget back to regions for approval
instead of approving at the zone.
Comment: Jim would like to craft a paragraph to go out with this that references the new GTWS that
references the role of zones as an evolving process.

Nominations/Elections
Nominations for Facilitator and SZF Rep
Nomination for Henry to take a 2nd term
Nomination for Staci as 2nd term also.
Staci interested in a 2nd term. Henry also interested in a 2nd term.
Nominations closed, We will vote in July.

Next Forum(s) Preparation
The next forum is in Lexington, July 27-28. As of right now they are not planning on a PR
presentation. They don’t currently have a PR chair. Requested seed money for Tshirts. Flyer attached.

Old Business
After the MZSS, our Volunteer team attended South Eastern zone by web and read the letter Staci/Jim
wrote inviting them to participate in 2020 in the CAR/CAT.
They will make their decision at the FSS in March. We also sent a preliminary invitation to Plains
States to participate as well. This stems from this body’s direction to collaborate more with our
bordering zones. At the meeting at the MZSS, this body’s direction was to collaborate in more web
meetings. We have not set another web meeting. Probably between now and July.
Should we contact Midwest? Yes, Staci will be happy to do so.
This will affect our room block. We will ask the zones participating and come to a fairly educated
guess about how many.

New Business
1) MZSS request for bids. The next MZSS will be hosted by the Southern zone. The MZSS body will
review bids. The MZSS body will make a decision based on transportation, flight costs, hotel, etc.
Letter from Daniel will be included with minutes.
2) BMLT report from Steve: Greetings SZF Committee,
I would like to thank the committee for using my service and would like to propose an offer. I have a
BMLT (Basic Meeting Locator Tool) server that I host that I am willing to share with any of the SZF
participating service bodies. I can set any Region up with their own account so they may access their
meeting data or create a yap helpline solution. There would not be any other extra charges for this to
happen. If this is something your RSC would like to discuss please email me at webservant@szfna.org
and we will move forward.
California Steve
210.279.9199
steve@californiastevewebdesign.com
Send Regional events to Steve to put on SZFNA website.
all@szfna.org is just the Trusted Servant Participants at the zone…
Mailchimp email goes to everyone and there’s a form to sign up on SZFNA.org.
3) Bank discussion: Do we want to create a 501c3?
Comment Staci: The conversation started with protecting trusted servants, the short version of what Pat
said is: the moment we start to be an official entity, we open ourselves up for more risk legally.
Comment Jim: wants to rescind his request.
Comment: if anyone wants to investigate this, go for it. We’ll leave as is for now.
4) Zoom: How many might use it if we had it? Lots of hands went up.
We will move forward with purchasing a year.
Secretary/treasurer will get us set up.

5) Workshops at next zone in Lexington:
How to build strong Homegroups: Scott and Henry
IDT Who Is Missing From Our Meetings: Kristin/Keith
IDT Drug Replacement Therapy/Medically Assisted Treatment: Jim/Rob
6) Learning (alternate) positions
Regions should go back and ask what we want to see different in guidelines.
Staci will update the guidelines based on what she believes the notes from the last conversation.
7) Money:
No opposition to Sending $2500 to world.
8) Zoom meeting with zones: Staci will send out proposed dates to this body for a zoom meeting with
the other zones.
9) Timeline: BJ is willing to fix the timeline with Dickie’s help.
10) Fall Meeting: Arkansas is responsible in the fall. Flyers will be here by next zone.
In Loving Service
Lucy

